Saturday STEM: Jellyfish 7-8

Project Equipment (tools used throughout week or common household items)

REQUIRED:
- 1 pair of scissors
- 1 hot glue gun

Activity Supplies (things that could be used-up or incorporated into a project)

REQUIRED:
- Clear plastic bottle, 16-20oz (with lid, label removed, clean)
- 5-6 hot glue sticks (glow in the dark)
- 1 small rubber bouncy ball (~1")
- 2-3 plastic bags, zip-top (gallon, quart)
- 2-3 small rubber bands, clear preferred (ex: rainbow loom, hair ties, etc)
- 1-2 small red or pink balloons (3" dart balloon or water balloon)
- Tap water
- Cardboard scrap, ~12"x12" (to work over when using hot glue)

OPTIONAL:
- Blue food coloring
- Glitter
- Permanent marker/s (black, blue, green)

Notes

- Hot glue guns can cause burns and must be used with extreme caution.
- Make sure the glow in the dark hot glue sticks you get are the right size for the glue gun you’ll be using.

Here is an Amazon Shopping List for some items that may not be easily available at your local store!
https://www.amazon.com/hz/wishlist/ls/1UKZYTRHD56B4?ref_=wl_share